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STRONGLY (J-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

By PAUL E. LONG AND LARRY L. HERRINGTON

1. Introduction

T. Noiri in [2J has defined a function f: X--'I' Y from a topological space
X into a topological space Y to be strongly (J-continuQUs if for each xEX and
each open V containing f(x) there exists an open set U containing x such
that f(CI (U)) e V. Clearly such functions are always continuous. The converse
need not be true, however. If the reals R are given the open left ray to
pology, then the identity function i: R --'I' R is continuous, but not strongly
(J-continuous. We note that if X is regular, then any continuous f: X --'I' Y
is also strongly O-continuous. Among the concepts needed for our investig
ation of strongly (J-continuous functions is that of a O-closed set. The 0
closure of a set A e X, denoted by Clo(A), is {x EX: every closed neigh
borhood of x meets A} [4J. The subset A is O-closed if Clo(A) =A. Like
wise, the (J-interior of A, denoted by Into(A) is {xEX: some closed neigh
borhood of x lies in A}. A set A is called O-open if Into (A) = A. Of co
urse O-open sets are open and O-c1osed sets are closed. Furthermore, the
complement of a O-open set is O-closed and the complement of a f)-closed
set is (J-open. Lemma 3 of [4J shows that the collection of f)-open sets in
a topological space (X, T) form a topology for X which we denote by To.
Finally, a net (Xli') in a topological space O-converges to x if for each open
V containing x the net (Xli') is eventually in CI(V) [4].

2. Basic properties

THEOREM 1. For any f:X--'I' Y the following are equivalent:
(a) f is strongly (J-continuous.
(b) The inverse image of a closed set is O-closed.
(c) The inverse image of an open set is O-open.
(d) For each xEX and each net Xa--'l'X, then the net f(xa)--'I'f(x).,
Proof. (a) implies (b). Let Fe Y be closed and suppose that f- 1 (F) IS
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not I)-closed in X. Then there is a point x El: f- 1 (F) such that for every
open U containing x, CI(U) nf-1 (F)=f=.,p. Sincef(x)El:F, Y-F is an open
set containing f(x) having the property that no closed neighborhood of x
will map into Y - F under f. Consequently f is not strongly (J-continuous at
x. This contradiction implies that f- 1 (F) is (J-closed.

(b) implies (c). Let V be open in 1': Then Y- V is closed and by (b)
f- 1 (Y- V) is (J-c1osed. But X - f- 1 (Y- V) j-l (V) is I)-open.

(c) implies (d). Let xE X and let x a ,. x. Let V be any open set con

taining f(x). Then by Cc), f- 1 (V) is I)-open and contains x. Thus, there
exists an open set U such that xEU cC1(U)Cj-l(V). The I)-convergence
of X a to x now implies that X a is eventually in Cl (U) so that f(xa) is
eventually in V. This shows that f(xa ) -+ f(x).

(d) implies (a). Suppose j is not strongly (J-continuous for some x E X.
Then there is an open set V containing j(x) such that for every open U
containing x, f(Cl(U) Cl: V. New consider the directed set Q)= {(xa, CI(Ua )}

ordered by reverse inclusion where Ua contains x and x" ECI(Ua) such
that f(x,,) El: V. Then the net g:Q)-+X defined by g(x", Ua) =x" I)-converges
to x, but the net jg does not converge to f(x). The contradiction implies
that j is strongly (J-continuous at x.

Observing that a set is (J-closed in (X, T) if and only if it is closed in
(X, Tu), Theorem 1 now allows us to conclude that j: (X, T) -+ Y is strongly
I)-closed if and only if f: (X, Tu) -+ Y is continuous. Observe also that i: (X,
T) -+ (X, Tu) in Figure 1 is continuous.

f
(X, T)~Y

li ~
~f

(X, Yu)

Figure 1

With these facts it is easy to obtain several results about strongly
I)-continuous functions from known facts about continuous functions. An
example of these is given in Theorem 2.

THEOREM 2. Let f, g: (X, T) -+ Y be strongly {}-continuous and let Y be
Hausdorff. Then the set A= {x:j(x)=g(x)} is I)-closed in X.

Proof. Since f, g: (X, Tu) -+ Y are continuous it is well known [1, Theo
rem 1. 5, p: 140J that Ac (X, Tu) is closed. Thus Ac (X, T) is I)-closed.
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THEOREM 3. Let f: X--+ Y be a strongly O-continuous injective function and
let Y be Hausdorff. Then X is Urysohn.

Proof. Let .TI:;i:: X2 belong to X. Then f(xl):;i:: f(x2). The Hausdorff
hypothesis on Y now insures the existence of disjoint open sets VI and V2

containing f(Xl) and f(X2) , respectively. Thus, there exist open sets Ul
and U2 containing Xl and X2, respectively, such that f(CI (UI» c VI and
f(CI(U2» c V2 because f is strongly (J-continuous. It follows that Cl(Ul)
nCl (U2) =9 from which we conclude that X is Urysohn.

THEOREM 4. Let f: X -+ Y be strongly (J-continuous and injective. If Y is a
Tcspace, then X is Hausdorff.

Proof. Let. Xl :;i::X2 belong to X. Then f(x) :;i::f(X2) so there exists an
open set VI containing f(Xl) such that f(X2) El: VI. Since f is strongly 0
continuous, there exists an open set UI containing Xl such that f(CI (U))
c VI. Thus, X2 EtCl(UI). Therefore, U) and X - Cl (U1) are disjoint open
sets separating Xl and X2.

THEOREM 5. If f: X - Y is strongly O-continuous and g: Y- Z is continu
ous, then the composition gf: X - Z is strongly (J-continuous.

Proof. Let V be open in Z. Then g-l (V) is open in Y so that f- 1(g-1

(V» = (gj) -1 (V) is o-open by Theorem 1 (c). Thus gf is strongly (J-con
tinuous by Theorem l-

It follows that the composition of two strongly o-continuous functions is
strongly (J-continuous.

LEMMA 1. The function f:X- Y is strongly o-continuous if and only if for
each subbasic open set Vc Y, f- I (V) is (j-open in X.

Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 1. Conversely, let {Va :aEAl
be a subbasis for Y and assume that f- I (V,,) is o-open for all aE A. Then
each open Vc Y can be written as

V= U {V"l n V"2 n... n Van: {al> a2, ... , an} cJ}
so that f- 1 (V) = U {i-I (V"l) nf- I (Vaz) n... Ilf-I (V"n)} .

Since the finite intersection of o-open sets is O-open and the union of 0
open sets is O-open [4, Lemma 3J, f- I (V) is o-open and hence f is stro
ngly o-continuous by Theorem 1.

THEOREM 6. Let f: X - Il X" be given. Then f is strongly o-continuous if
aEA

and only if the composition with each projection lla is strongly o-continuous.
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Proof. If f is strongly O-continuous, then Haf is strongly O-continuous
by the continuity of Ha and Theorem 5.

Conversely, let V be a subbasic open set in nXa. Then V=lla-1 (W) for
"e4

some open W in X a. Thus f- 1 (V) - f- 1 (Oa-1 (W» = (Oaf) -1 (W) is O-open
due to Haf being strongly O-continuous and Theorem 1. Thus f is strongly
O-continuous by Lemma 1.

CoROLLARY TO THEOREM 6. Let f:X--" Y be a function and let g:X--"XX Y,
given by g(x) = (x,f(x», be its graph map. Then f is strongly O-continuous
if and only if g is strongly O-continuous. Furthermore, if g:X --" XX Y is
strongly f)-continuous, then X is regular.

Proof. Only the last statement needs verification. If g is strongly {}-con
tinuous and xE X, then for any open U containing x, UX Y is open in
XX Y and contains g (x) = (x, f(x». Thus, there exists an open set Uo con
taining x such that g(CI(Uo»cUXY: Consequently, xEUocCl(Uo)cU
showing that X is regular.

LEMMA 2. Let UajcXaj for each i=l, 2, "', n. Then
UalXUa2X"'XUanX nXac nXa

a~ai aE,4

is O-open if and only if Uaj is f)-open in X aj for each i=1,2, "', n.

Proof. Suppose UajcXaj is O-open in X a; for each i=l, 2, "', n. Then for
each i and each XiE Uaj' there exists an open Vaj containing Xi such that
XiEVa;cCI(Va)cUa;. Thus, for each {Xa} EUalXUa2X"'XUanX nxa,

a~al

{x} E Va1X Va2 X ... X Van X nXacCl(Va1) XCI(Va2) X··, XCI(Va.) X n~aC
a:%:ai a::\:«t

Ua1X Ua2 X"'X Van X nX a. This shows that Ua1X Ua2 X'" X UanX nXa is 0-
a::\:ai a::\:ai'

open. The converse is clear.

THEOREM 7. Define ilfa: nXa~nYa by {Xa}-. {fa (xa)}. Then Dfa is
a ft' a Cl'

strongy O-continuous if and only if each fa: X a-+ Ya is strongly O-continuous.

Proof. Let V = V a1 X Va2 X ... X Van X nX a be a basic open set in nYa.
a%~ 6

Then if faj-l (Va) is O-open in X a; for each ai, we have
(TIfa) -1(V) = f- 1(Va1) Xf- 1 (Va2) X .. · Xf-1(Va.) X nX a

« a~ai

is O-open in nX a by Lemma 2. This implies that flfa is strongly O-con-
a a

tinuous.

Conversely, suppose Dfa is strongly {}-continuous. Let Vajc Yaj be open.
a
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Then V=V".><I[}"aissubbasicopen in Il}"a and (flfa)-ICTf)=f ai- l (l1a)
a~al a a

<IIX" is O-open. Thus f-l(Va) is O-open in Xai which implies that fa. is
a..; Clt

strongly O-continuous by Theorem 1.

3. Sufficient conditions for strong (i-continuity

THEOREM 8. Let f: x-·)" be continuous. If}" is regular and T j , then f is
strongly O-continuous.

Proof. Let.-rE X and let V be an open set in )' containing f(.?:). Since
)' is regular, there exists an open set W such that fCr) E WcCl(W) c V.
This fact, along with the continuity of f, implies .rEf-l(W) C Cl(f 1

(W))cf-1(Cl(W))cf I(V). Now let U=f-l(W). Then f(Cl(U))cF

showing that f is strongly O-continuous.
If f:X->Y is a function and G(f)= ((x,f(x)) :,rEX} denotes the graph

of f, we define G (f) to be (j-closed with respect to X>< )' if for each Cr, y)
$. G (f) there exist open sets U and 11 containing .1' and y respectively, such
that (Cl (V) ;<Cl( V)) nG (f) =9. With this definition we are now ready to
pro\'e another sufficient condition for strong (j-continuity.

THEORE~1 9. Let f: X --> Y haz'e a (j-closed graph with respect to X /< L

If )' is minimal Huusd01:fI, then f is strongly (j-continuous.

Proof. We use the fact that a minimal Hausdorff space is semi-regular and
H-c1osed [6, 17:vl, p. 129]. Thus, let.r E X and let V be a regular-open set
containing fCr). Then 1'- V is regular closed and for each yE Y - V, (x, y)
$. G (f) . The hypothesis now asserts the existence of open sets V y(x) and
W(y) containing :r and y, respectively, such that (Cl (Vy(.r)) ><Cl(W(y))

IlG(J)=9 or thatf(Cl(Uy(x)) nCl(W(y))=9. The collection {W(y):yE

y - V} forms an open cover of the regular-closed. hence H-closed, subset
y - V. Consequently, there is a finite number {W(Yi): i=l, 2, "', n} such

n n

that }' - V c U Cl (W(y;)). Now let U= n V Yi (x). Then f(Cl(U)) c 11
;=1 ;=1

showing that f is strongly O-continuous.

The graph of f: X -> Y is called O-closed with respect to X if for each
(x, y) $G(J) there exist open sets V and 11 containing .r and y, respec
tively, such that (Cl (V) X V) nG (J) =9.

A function f: X- Y is called (j-continuous if for each xE X and each open
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V containing f(x) there exists an open set U containing x such that
fCCl(U» cCl(V). Of course a strongly O-continuous function is O-continu
ous. The next theorem shows when a O-continuous function will also be
strong O-continuous.

THEOREM 10. If Y is rim-compact and f:X-Y is a O-continuous function
whose graph is O-closed with respect to X, then f is strongly O-continuous.

Proof. Let xEX and let W be any openset containing f(x). Since Y is
rim-compact, there exists an open set V such that f(x) EVe W whose bo
undary Bd(V) is compact. For each yEBd(V), (x,y) ($: GC!) so there are
open sets Uy(x) and S(y) such that (Cl (Uy(x» X (S(y» nG(f) =9 or that
f(Cl(Uy(x» nS(y)=rjJ because G(f) is O-c1osed with respect to X. The
compactness of Bd (V) now implies there are a finite number of open sets
S (Yl) , S(Y2) ... , S(Yn) from the open cover {S (y) :y E Bd (V)} which cover
Bd (V). Since f is O-continuous, there is an open set Uo(X) such that

f(Cl(Uo»cCl (V). Consider U= Uo(x) n CnUy;(x)]. It follows that U is
;::;;.1

• N

open and Cl(U)=Cl(Uoncn Uyi(x)J) c Cl(Uo) ncnCl(Uy;CX)].
2=1 2=1

Thus,
f(Cl(U» n (Y- V) !(Cl(U» nBdCV)

• •
c UC!CCl(U» nS(Yj)Jc UCf(Cl(Uy;Cx» ns(y;)]=rp.

i=l i~l

Therefore, !(Cl(U» c Vc W showing that f is strongly O-continuous.

THEOREM 11. Let Y be compact. If f:X-Y has a graph which is (}-closed
with respect to X, then f is strongly O-continuous.

Proof. Let xEX and let V be open and contain f(x). Then for each
y in the compact set Y- V, we have (x, y) El: G (f) • Theree there exist
opensets Uy(x) and W(y) containing x and y, respectively, such that
!(ClCUy(x») n W(y)=rp because GC!) is O-closed with respect to X. Thus,
there exists a finite subcover {W(Yi): i=1,2, ..., n} of Y - V and the corre-. .
sponding UYi (x) have the property that f (n Cl (Uy;(x») n [~ W (Yj ) J=rp.

,=1 ,=1

•• •
But Cl c.n Uy;(x» c .n Cl (UYi (x», so if we let U = .n UYi (x) then we have

,=1 ,=1 ,==1
•

f(Cl(U» nCU W(Yi)]=rp. Consequently, f(Cl(U» c V showing that f is
i=i

strongly O-continuous at x.
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THEOREM 12. 11 I:X-+Y is strongly f)-continuous and Y is Hausdorff, then
G(f) is f)-closed with respect to X.

Proof. Let xEX and y=f=/ex). Then there are open disjoint sets Wand
V containing I(x) and y, respectively. Since I is strongly 8-continuous,
there is an open set U containing x such that I(CI (U)) c W. Therefore
!(CI(U)) nV=f/J. This shows that G(f) is f)-closed with respect to X.

THEOREM 13. Let Y be a compact Hausdorff space. Then f: X -+ Y is
strongly f)-continuous il and only tj G (f) is f)-closed with respect to X.

Proof. Theorems 11 and 12.

4. Properties preserved by strongly (J-eontinuous functions

A set A in a topological space X is defined to be an H-set [4J if for
each cover of A with open sets in X, there exists a finite number of the
covering sets whose closures cover A.

THEOREM 14. Let f:X-+Y be strongly f)-continuous. 11 AcX is an H-set,
then I(A) is compact.

Proof. Let A be an H-ret in X and let Cl) be an open cover of f(A).
For each aEA there is an open set Va EC29 such that I(a) E Va• Since I is
strongly 8-continuous, there exists an open set Ua containing a such that
f (Cl (Ua) ) C Va• The collection {Ua: aE A} now forms an open cover of A

so there exists a finite subcollection Uap Ua2"', Uan such that Ac UCl (Ua)
i=l

n n n

because A is an H-set. Thus, I(A) c feU CI(Ua)) = U I(CI(Ua)) C U Va;
;=1 1=1 ;=1

so that C29 has a finite subcollection {Va;:i=l, 2, "', n} which covers leA).
Consequently, I(A) is compact.

CoROLLARY to THEOREM 14. If I: X -+ Y is strongly f)-continuous, surJective
and X is H-closed, then Y is compact.

CoROLLARY to THEOREM 14. A strongly f)-continuous real valued function
defined on an H-closed space X is bounded.

A function f: X-+ Y is defined to be regular-open [3, Definition 3. 1] if
the image of every regular-open set is open.

THEOREM 15. Let f: X -+ Y be a regular-open and strongly f)-continuous fu
nction of X onto Y. If X is locally H-closed and Y is Hausdorff, then Y is
locally compact.
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Proof. Let yE Y and let xEX such that f(x) =y. Since X is locally H
closed, there existB a regular-openset H such that x E H and Cl (H) is an
H-set. By Theorem 14, f (Cl (H» is compact, hence closed in the Haus
dorff space Y. Now since f is regular-open, the open set f(H) contains
f(x)=y and CI(f(H»cf(CI(H» is compact. Therefore, Y is locally
compact.

A Hausdorff space X is called C-compact if each closed set in X 1S an
H-set [5].

THEOREM 16. Let f: X~ Y he strongly f)-continuous and let X he a C-com
pact Hausdorff space and let Y be Hausdorff. If f is bijective, then X is ho
meomorphic to Y and both X are compact.

Proof. Since f is strongly f)-continuous, f is continuous. Furthermore, if
AcX is closed, then A is an H-set so that f(A) is compact by Theorem
14 and hence closed in the Hausdorff space Y. This shows that f is a ho
meomorphism from X onto Y. Now since X is itself an H-set, f(X) = Y is
compact again by Theorem 14. It follows that both X and Y are compact
since they are homeomorphic.
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